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In three books, Phil Gordon will teach you how to handle any
hand that may come your way in No Limit Texas Hold'em. This
boxed set includes two previously published titles and one
new re-formatted title with 30% new material. Titles are *
PHIL GORDON'S LITTLE BLACK BOOK: BEGINNING POKER LESSONS AND
THE NO LIMIT LIFESTYLE, a version of Gordon's other book
POKER: THE REAL DEAL (ISBN: 0689875908, 1214) * PHIL
GORDON'S LITTLE GREEN BOOK: LESSONS AND TEACHINGS IN NO
LIMIT HOLD'EM (ISBN: 1416903674, 1224) * PHIL GORDON'S
LITTLE BLUE BOOK: MORE LESSONS AND HAND ANALYSIS IN NO LIMIT
TEXAS HOLD'EM (ISBN: 1416927190)
Teaches how to unlock the power of persuasion, including how
to tell a story in a compelling and compassionate manner,
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how to Gitomer's
inject humor
in the persuasive process, and how to
engage the audience to sell one's point of view.
A young boy paints the flight of a hummingbird as it zips,
loops, and zigzags around his garden. On board pages.
Place of publication from publisher's website.
Further Reflections of a Grown Caddie
Harvey Penick's Little Green Golf Book
The Little Green Book of Breastfeeding Management
An Essential Companion with Lore, Trivia, and Classic and
Contemporary Cocktails
The Little Green Book of Note Investing
T. H. Kelly Handbook
Strategies, tips, and pearls to hlep you grow and manage an ophthalmology
practice.
The all-time classic picture book, from generation to generation, sold somewhere
in the world every 30 seconds! Have you shared it with a child or grandchild in
your life? For the first time, Eric Carle’s The Very Hungry Caterpillar is now
available in e-book format, perfect for storytime anywhere. As an added bonus, it
includes read-aloud audio of Eric Carle reading his classic story. This fine audio
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production pairs perfectly with the classic story, and it makes for a fantastic new
way to encounter this famous, famished caterpillar.
There are a lot of Christians who really do want to fulfill the Great Commission
and go make disciples. The problem is, many of them have no idea what that
looks like or where to start. The Green Book is a discipleship tool and curriculum
that was created to help beginners as well as long time disciple-makers alike
make disciples who can then go make disciples.
Phil Gordon plays poker with the best players in the world. He has won -- and lost
-- in tournaments and cash games around the globe, all the while studying the
game and learning from every hand dealt. As the resident expert and cohost of
Celebrity Poker Showdown, Phil has quickly become one of the most soughtafter teachers of No Limit Texas Hold'em. It's a tough game. But anyone can
become a winning player with the right amount of courage, patience, aggression,
observation, and, perhaps most important, dedication to becoming a better
player. After fifteen years of keeping notes on the things he's learned, the greats
he's played with, and the celebrities he's taught, Phil Gordon has poured every
single thing he knows about No Limit Texas Hold'em into this little green book.
Taking a page from Harvey Penick's bestselling book of golf wisdom, Phil plays
the role of both teacher and student, offering up insightful tips on how to think
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about poker and how to develop a singular style of play. Through philosophy,
psychology, strategy, math, and the knowledge gleaned from playing poker with
everyone from T. J. Cloutier and Phil Ivey to Hank Azaria and Ben Affleck, Phil
breaks down the game into enlightening instructional tidbits and illustrative
anecdotes that inspire the kind of persistence and motivation necessary to
improve your game. A book to rank with Doyle Brunson's Super System and
David Sklansky's The Theory of Poker, Phil Gordon's Little Green Book deserves
a spot on the shelf of every serious student of the game.
1940 Edition
The Little Green Book of Eco-Fascism
John Pinto's Little Green Book of Ophthalmology
Phil Gordon's Little Black Book, Phil Gordon's Little Green Book, Phil Gordon's
Little Blue Book
The Little Green Book of Irish Wisdom
Transform Your Life and Health with the Mix of Six
Depth Psychology and Climate Change offers a sensitive and insightful
look at how ideas from depth psychology can move us beyond
psychological overwhelm when facing the ecological disaster of climate
change and its denial. Integrating ideas from disciplines including
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anthropology, politics, spirituality, mythology and philosophy, contributors
consider how climate change affects psychological well-being and how we
can place hope and radical uncertainty alongside rage and despair. The
book explores symbols of transformation, myths and futures; and is
structured to encourage regular reflection. Each contributor brings their
own perspective – green politics, change and loss, climate change denial,
consumerism and our connection to nature – suggesting responses to
mental suffering arising from an unstable and uncertain international
outlook. They examine how subsequent changes in consciousness can
develop. This book will be essential reading for analytical psychologists,
Jungian analysts and psychotherapists, as well as academics and students
of Jungian and post-Jungian studies. It will also be of great interest to
academics and students of the politics and policy of climate change,
anthropology, myth and symbolism and ecopsychology, and to anyone
seeking a new perspective on the climate emergency.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide
not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other
classifications that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and
information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are
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thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and aren't listed.
Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and
the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your
fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or
in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists
as some of these places move, or go out of business and new business
places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
Wit, craic, and maxims from the Emerald Isle’s most famous descendents
including JFK, Ronald Reagan, St. Patrick, William Butler Yeats, Oscar
Wilde, George Carlin, Brendan Behan, Michael Collins, de Valera, Tug
McGraw, and many more! In this lively and wide-reaching collection Dermot
McEvoy gathers together some of Ireland’s most famous lines from its
most famous (and infamous) residents. But just who are the Irish, exactly?
They are freedom fighters (the British call them “terrorists”), slave-owners,
master politicians, relentless defenders of their religions, gay, straight,
liberal, reactionary, victims of a famine, and mercenaries in the name of
imperialism. They are expert businessmen, singers, outlaws, movie stars,
writers, poets, priests, highwaymen, beggars, gypsies, gangsters and
athletes. They are drunkards, teetotalers, modest, extravagant, and always
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shocked by the whole thing. They are inspirational and infuriating. They are
funny and they are cynical. They are extraordinarily talented and
remarkably venal. They are tough, adaptable, and the ultimate survivors.
They are bewildering. They are infuriating. And whatever they are, there is a
certain wisdom to it all. So dive in and discover new lines and classic
quotes from your favorite Irish men and women!
Gathers quotations about trees by novelists, poets, and playwrights, from
seedling and sapling to fruiting and falling leaves
Opening the Road
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Phil Gordon's Poker Box Set
Get Sh*t Done
Phil Gordon's Little Green Book
The Little Green Book on Awakening
“An invaluable guide for both professionals in the health field
and the general public.” —Deepak Chopra, MD The evidence is
in: you can reduce cancer risk and support treatment by
focusing on six key areas of health and wellness. The scientific
data on the link between lifestyle, environmental factors, and
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cancer risk has been accumulating at an accelerated rate over
the past decade: Every week we learn something more that we
can do as individuals to decrease the risk of cancer and
improve the likelihood of long-term survival. Many of
us—patients and doctors included—do not realize that changes
in our daily choices and habits can improve quality of life,
increase the chances of survival, and aid in the healing process
for those with a diagnosis. These ideas were pioneered in David
Servan-Schreiber’s Anticancer: A New Way of Life, and became
the basis for a research study developed by Lorenzo Cohen and
Servan-Schreiber at The University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center. Introducing the concept of the “Mix of Six,”
Cohen and Alison Jefferies make an informed case that building
social and emotional support; managing stress; improving
sleep, exercise, and diet; and minimizing exposure to
environmental toxins work together to promote an optimal
environment for health and well-being. While each plays an
independent role, the synergy created by all six factors can
radically transform health; delay or prevent many cancers;
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support conventional treatments; and significantly improve
quality of life—as many testimonies and stories of those in the
anticancer community eloquently show. Anticancer Living
provides an accessible, prescriptive guide to wellness based on
the latest scientific findings and clinical trials, and it
showcases the community of doctors, researchers, caregivers,
and patients who have been inspired to create change.
What really goes on inside a sentence? What is your subject,
and where is your verb, and what is its tense, and where is your
modifier, and why does it matter? Where do you need a comma,
and where do you not? Why are dashes and semicolons so
misunderstood? When is it which and when is it that? In The
Little Green Grammar Book, Mark Tredinnick asks and answers
the tough grammar questions - big and small - with the same
verve and authority readers encountered in The Little Red
Writing Book. The Little Green Grammar Book does for
grammar what The Little Red Writing Book did for style. It will
have you writing like a writer in no time.
The Little Green Book is a collection of fatawah handed down
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by the most prominent and arguably one of the most influential
Muslim clerics in modern history; the Grand Ayatollah Seyyed
Ruhollah Mosavi Khomeini, commonly known as the Ayatollah
Khomeini. Fatawah (the plural of fatwah) are Islamic religious
decrees sent down by Muslim religious leaders. Since Islam
demands that Muslims abide by Sharia - Islamic law as
individuals and as a society, these fatawah are not simply
religious insights or advice. They are legal pronouncements,
and define the law of the land in an Islamic country. In his
unrivaled role as Iran's Supreme Leader and the highestranking cleric for Shi'a Muslims, the Ayatollah Khomeini's
fatawah guided the lives of more Shi'a Muslims than did any
other Islamic leader throughout history
In China in 1966, Chun Yu was born as the Great Cultural
Revolution began under Chairman Mao. Here, she recalls her
childhood as a witness to a country in turmoil and struggle--the
only life she knew.
The Negro Motorist Green Book
A Practical Guide for Disciples Who Make Disciples
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(a Guide to Breaking Up with Marijuana)
Victor Hugo Green and His Green Book
Khomeini's the Little Green Book
How to Speak, Write, Present, Persuade, Influence, and Sell
Your Point of View to Others
After solving the environmental problems of the United States, dictator Chairman
Rahma must fight off new weapons being deployed by the corporations and deal
with unsettling reports of mutants in the new novel from the author of Hellhole.
25,000 first printing.
Personal finances are part of life and need to be properly understood and
controlled. People’s personal finances are in disarray because they were never
taught a better way. Many people find themselves struggling financially even
though they have been working their entire lives. They live paycheck to paycheck
and feel abandoned by the greater financial system. The Little Green Book of
Financial Happiness is based on a class that the author has taught for more than
a decade. It provides a simple way of looking at personal finances. Everything we
need or want is measured in terms of money. Money and material life in general
place many pressures on all members of society. Why? We tend to measure
everything, even our sense of happiness, in dollars. The ability to understand
and manage a personal budget gives one a fighting chance at obtaining financial
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guide the readers on their road to a better life by
learning how to control their money and not allowing money to control them.
This book offers readers a step-by-step process. Forms and exercises allow
readers to fine-tune their budgets. A checklist guides your steps along this
journey. A progress tracker records your improvements. The Little Green Book of
Financial Happiness will simply change the way you see your money.
Written by the author of The Little Red Golf Book, this volume picks up where the
first book left off. It features the same blend of simple wisdom, sound golfing
instruction and good common sense that made the previous title so popular with
golfers of all ages and levels of ability.
The Little Green Book of Breastfeeding Management is a pocket-sized guide to
breastfeeding, written for medical professionals, assuming no previous
experience with breastfeeding. It is not intended to be "everything to everybody,"
but just a concise, simple resource with references to find more detailed
information if needed. Author Gail Hertz, MD, IBCLC, FAAP, covers the basics of
breastfeeding, the first 100 hours and beyond, and mother and baby issues
related to breastfeeding. Mom, baby, and feeding evaluation questions are
provided in the resource section, along with information on milk banking and
how to teach reverse pressure softening in one minute or less. Simple and to the
point, this book answers basic questions on breastfeeding a busy healthcare
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might run across
in a typical day, plus it fits in your lab coat pocket, so
it is easy to access! In its 5th edition, this Little Green Book has already been a
ready reference for many medical professionals. This new, updated version will
be an invaluable addition to your resource library.
How to Find, Build and Keep a Yes! Attitude for a Lifetime of Success and
Happiness: New Edition, Updated and Revised
The Little Green Grammar Book
The Little Green Book
Little Green Men
Lessons and Teachings in No Limit Texas Hold'em
In 1994, Christopher Buckley published one of the most acclaimed and
successful comic novels of the decade, Thank You for Smoking. Now Buckley
returns to the strange land of Washington, D.C., in Little Green Men, a
millennial comedy of manners about aliens and pundits . . . and how much they
have in common. The reluctant hero of this hilarious novel is John Oliver
Banion, a stuffy Washington talk-show host, whose privileged life is thrown
into upheaval when aliens abduct him from his exclusive country-club golf
course. But were his gray-skinned captors aliens . . . or something far more
sinister? After Banion is abducted again--this time in Palm Springs--he
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believes he has been chosen by the extraterrestrials to champion the most
important cause of the millennium, and he embarks on a crusade, appearing
before a convention of UFO believers and demanding that Congress and the
White House seriously investigate UFOs. His friends and family suspect that
Banion is having some kind of manic-depressive midlife crisis and urge him to
seek therapy before his credibility as a pillar of the punditocracy is ruined. So
John Oliver Banion must choose: keep his establishment status or become the
leader of millions of impassioned and somewhat scruffy new friends who want
to expose the government's secret alien agenda. Little Green Men proves once
and for all that the truth is out there. Way out there. And it reaffirms
Christopher Buckley's status as the funniest humanoid writer in the universe.
Coming soon from Christopher Buckley: One of Our Whales Is Missing
"Hungry? Check the Green Book. Tired? Check the Green Book. Sick? Check
the Green Book." In the late 1930s when segregation was legal and Black
Americans couldn't visit every establishment or travel everywhere they
wanted to safely, a New Yorker named Victor Hugo Green decided to do
something about it. Green wrote and published a guide that listed places where
his fellow Black Americans could be safe in New York City. The guide sold like
hot cakes! Soon customers started asking Green to make a guide to help them
travel and vacation safely across the nation too. With the help of his mail
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carrier co-workers and the African American business community, Green's
guide allowed millions of African Americans to travel safely and enjoy
traveling across the nation. In the first picture book about the creation and
distribution of The Green Book, author Keila Dawson and illustrator Alleanna
Harris tell the story of the man behind it and how this travel guide opened the
road for a safer, more equitable America.
As we confront the challenges of climate change, author James George calls us
to wake up and stop our careless treatment of our planet before it's too late.
At the same time, he shares his own practice towards waking up-the practice
of Presence, known to all spiritual paths and simply and eloquently presented
in this book.From [i]The Little Green book on Awakening[/i]: To become
aware of the omnipresence of Consciousness may be the next great leap in
human evolution and the foundation of the new paradigm in which both science
and spirituality can find common ground. For consciousness is the field that
connects-not separates-everything with everything, at all levels, and
everything with the All, in one Wholeness.
Read Paul Owens and Paul Nathan's posts on the Penguin Blog A celebration of
"the green goddess"-this is the first book to share absinthe recipes since it
was recently legalized in the U.S. This enticing little volume presents a
collection of more than 100 absinthe cocktail recipes that draw upon the
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classic roots of the drink as well as its new iterations. Readers will be
entertained with nuggets of absinthe history and trivia, including the tradition
of the green fairy, famous devotees of the drink, and the myths (or facts) of
its hallucinatory properties. Readers will learn that: •America's most famous
early cocktail, the sazerac, was a New Orleans creation that called for a dash
of absinthe •When the absinthe backlash started in the 1890s, Edgar Degas'
masterpiece L'Absinthe was booed off the auction block at Christie's in London
•An experienced absintheur can identify a brand from across the room just by
watching how it louches-the way the herbs' oils cloud the drink as the
bartender adds water
Qaddafi's Green Book
The Green Book and the Roots of Black Travel in America
Strategies, Tips, and Pearls to Help You Grow and Manage a Practice of
Distinction
The little green book of Financial Happiness
Overground Railroad
The Everyday Guide to Saving the Planet One Simple Step at a Time
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an
engaging read aloud experience! The picture book inspiration for the Academy Award-winning film
The Green Book Ruth was so excited to take a trip in her family's new car! In the early 1950s, few
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to buy cars, so this would be an adventure. But she soon found out
that black travelers weren't treated very well in some towns. Many hotels and gas stations refused
service to black people. Daddy was upset about something called Jim Crow laws . . . Finally, a friendly
attendant at a gas station showed Ruth's family The Green Book. It listed all of the places that would
welcome black travelers. With this guidebook—and the kindness of strangers—Ruth could finally make
a safe journey from Chicago to her grandma's house in Alabama. Ruth's story is fiction, but The
Green Book and its role in helping a generation of African American travelers avoid some of the
indignities of Jim Crow are historical fact.
Discover the lost secrets of accomplishment and achievement! Do you want to do more, accomplish
more? Of course you do, everyone does. So, what’s stopping you? Get Sh*t Done not only shows you
what’s preventing you from daily achievement, it provides the tools and the strategies to help you get
to where you want to be. Get Sh*t Done is much more than just the title of this book, it’s the method
that unlocks the secrets of accomplishment and achievement—the GSD Secret Formula. In this book,
you will learn to identify and implement the elements of superior productivity, eliminate the causes of
procrastination, and achieve the best possible outcomes in business and in life. This valuable guide
gives you a comprehensive, step-by-step plan for achieving maximum productivity. Bestselling author
and "King of Sales" Jeffrey Gitomer guides you through each aspect of the GSD process, from
attitude, desire, and determination, to goals, productivity, resilience, and fulfillment. Engaging and
easy to read, this book shows you how to discover the best ways to invest your time into productive and
profitable actions—and feel great about your achievements. Using the proven, immediately-actionable
GSD Formula, you’re on your way to: Doubling your achievements, your work habits, and your
income Implementing simple shifts and simple actions that increase positive outcomes Recognizing
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signs of
procrastination
that hold you back Discovering how to select, set, and achieve your goals Get Sh*t Done: The
Ultimate Guide to Productivity, Procrastination, & Profitability is a must-have resource for anyone
who wants to never again say "I'll do it later" and just get it done.
This historical exploration of the Green Book offers “a fascinating [and] sweeping story of black
travel within Jim Crow America across four decades” (The New York Times Book Review). Published
from 1936 to 1966, the Green Book was hailed as the “black travel guide to America.” At that time, it
was very dangerous and difficult for African-Americans to travel because they couldn’t eat, sleep, or
buy gas at most white-owned businesses. The Green Book listed hotels, restaurants, gas stations, and
other businesses that were safe for black travelers. It was a resourceful and innovative solution to a
horrific problem. It took courage to be listed in the Green Book, and Overground Railroad celebrates
the stories of those who put their names in the book and stood up against segregation. Author
Candacy A. Taylor shows the history of the Green Book, how we arrived at our present historical
moment, and how far we still have to go when it comes to race relations in America. A New York
Times Notable Book of 2020
Little green peas make their way into collections of objects of many different colors, from blue boats,
seas, and flags, to orange balloons, umbrellas, and fizzy drinks.
Anticancer Living
A Practical Guide for Getting Started with Investing in Mortgage Notes
Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Gold Book of Yes! Attitude
Ruth and the Green Book
Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Green Book of Getting Your Way
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The Little Green Book of Breastfeeding Management for Physicians and Other
Healthcare Providers, now in its 7th edition, is a pocket-sized reference manual for the
most commonly asked questions that breastfeeding families have throughout the
course of lactation. The book covers a broad range of topics including components of
breastmilk and prenatal support, optimal breastfeeding management early postpartum,
followed by problems and special conditions encountered by most primary care
providers who care for breastfeeding dyads. This newly revised edition is based on The
Milk Mob's One Day Basic Breastfeeding Medicine for Physicians and Other Healthcare
Providers, which is now online. This course, in addition to the book's bibliography and
other free breastfeeding resources, may be found by visiting www.themilkmob.org.
Ellen DeGeneres, Robert Redford, Will Ferrell, Jennifer Aniston, Faith Hill, Tim
McGraw, Martha Stewart, Tyra Banks, Dale Earnhardt, Jr., Tiki Barber, Owen Wilson,
and Justin Timberlake tell you how they make a difference to the environment. Inside
The Green Book, find out how you can too: - Don’t ask for ATM receipts. If everyone in
the United States refused their receipts, it would save a roll of paper more than two
billion feet long, or enough to circle the equator fifteen times! - Turn off the tap while
you brush your teeth. You’ll conserve up to five gallons of water per day. Throughout
the entire United States, the daily savings could add up to more water than is
consumed every day in all of New York City. - Get a voice-mail service for your home
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all answering
machines
in U.S. homes were replaced by voice-mail services,
the annual energy savings would total nearly two billion kilowatt hours. The resulting
reduction in air pollution would be equivalent to removing 250,000 cars from the road
for a year! With wit and authority, authors Elizabeth Rogers and Thomas Kostigen
provide hundreds of solutions for all areas of your life, pinpointing the smallest changes
that have the biggest impact on the health of our precious planet.
Ready, set, go! Little Green is ready to rumble. He is a happy, busy little pickup truck
who loves helping out on the farm. Until... He wakes up one morning to find a big new
blue truck ready to take his place. But can Big Blue take on all the jobs? Even the small
and gentle ones? With some love, care, and paint... Ready, set, go! Little Green is
ready to rumble again, all the way to the farmers' market.
Want unprecedented results in your sales, in your career, and in your life? Let Wall
Street Journal and New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Gitomer guide you. As
the world's foremost expert on selling, he knows more about success than anyone. The
collection features the Little Red Book of Selling, Little Red Book of Sales Answers,
Little Black Book of Connections, Little Gold Book of YES Attitude, and Little Green
Book of Getting Your Way. Additionally, a Gitomer training DVD is included. Jeffrey
Gitomer's Little Books Collector Edition is a complete and integrated game plan for
learning, applying, and living these proven techniques for success.
Depth Psychology and Climate Change
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The Green Book
The Ultimate Guide to Productivity, Procrastination, and Profitability
A Novel
The Little Green Book of Breastfeeding Management for Physicians and Other
Healthcare Providers
How do you relate to marijuana? Are you happy with your life and with your use of cannabis? This book
offers a thorough exploration, allowing the reader to look into their life without judgment or blame. Part
memoir, part 'how to', The Little Green Book will assist marijuana users, their loved ones and those working
with them in considering change. Michael Stratton is a therapist who fell in love with marijuana. Gradually it
began to eclipse his goals that he'd set for himself. Eventually he found it necessary to break up with
marijuana. He began working with others who had faced the same dilemma, and then became trained by
SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration) in the latest evidence based
practices in helping people change. Borrowing from practices as varied as several recent scientific studies,
philosophy and the Buddhist metaphor of The Hungry Ghost, the author weaves a rich tapestry for self
exploration and the possibility of change. Taking the middle path, not being anti-marijuana and in fact
advocating for the legalization of cannabis, The Little Green Book avoids the controversies swirling around
the politics of pot. This book is for the dissatisfied or curious user who wonders if their use of marijuana may
have come in the way of their satisfaction with what life can offer. It will also assist those who care about
cannabis users in their life. And it is an essential tool for therapists, counselors, teachers, doctors and anyone
in the helping professions who encounter marijuana users in their work.
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Jeffrey Gitomer's
Little Green
Book
of Getting Your WayHow to Speak, Write, Present, Persuade, Influence,
and Sell Your Point of View to OthersFt Press
A thoroughly politically incorrect pocket guide satirizing everything that is wrong with the green movement
promises that it is not made from recycled paper while citing the inconsistencies, impracticality and
hypocrisy of ludicrous environmental agendas. 30,000 first printing.
For marijuana aficionados of all ages, a neat little handbook of all things pot related. A take on the “Little
Black Book,” which reveals all the secrets of its owner, the Little Green Book is a personal repository of all
things its owner likes about smoking pot. Highlighted by quotes from world-famous pot smokers, the book
is part journal, part celebration of the community of pot smokers. It includes chapters on cannabis facts,
healthy munchies, movie madness, and even your rights as a pot smoker. With lots of places for personal
notes.
The Left s Plan to Frighten Your Kids, Drive Up Energy Costs, and Hike Your Taxes!
A Memoir of Growing Up During the Chinese Cultural Revolution
The Little Green Book of Absinthe
A Guide to Self-reliant Living in the 1980s
Little Green
Go, Little Green Truck!
Pattie and her family are among the last refugees to flee a dying
Earth in an old spaceship. And when the group finally lands on the
distant planet which is to be their new home, it seems that the fouryear journey has been a success. But as they begin to settle this
shiny new world, they discover that the colony is in serious jeopardy.
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Where To Download Little Green Book Of Getting Your Way: How To Speak,
Write, Present, Persuade, Influence, And Sell Your Point Of View To Others
(Jeffrey
Little Books)
Nothing Gitomer's
on this planet
is edible, and they may not be able to grow
food. With supplies dwindling, Pattie and her sister decide to take
the one chance that might make life possible on Shine.
Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Books Collector Edition
Little Green Peas
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